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Abstract—PaaS (Platform as a service) is an increasingly popular cloud model, providing a complete development and hosting environment for cloud applications. As the use of PaaS becomes pervasive, defining and maintaining SLAs (Service Level Agreements) between PaaS customers and providers becomes essential. Useful SLAs should provide guarantees on application quality properties (e.g., response time) rather than on resource availability (e.g., number of virtual machines). Current PaaS offerings either provide no support for providing such guarantees or provide support targeting a restricted set of application types. In this paper, we propose an SLA-driven PaaS architecture, called Meryn, which supports cloud bursting and is designed to be easily extensible to host new application types. Meryn relies on a decentralized optimization policy that aims at maximizing the overall provider profit, taking into account the payment of penalties incurred when quality guarantees are unsatisfied. We implemented and evaluated a prototype of the Meryn system through a series of simulations on the Grid5000 testbed. The results show that our approach provides up to 14.77% more profit for the provider and uses up to 80.99% less public cloud resources compared with a basic approach.
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I. INTRODUCTION

PaaS (Platform as a service) is an increasingly popular cloud model that delivers a complete development and hosting environment for cloud applications (e.g., [1]-[15]). This environment typically builds on virtualized resources owned by the PaaS provider or leased from public clouds on demand. PaaS customers deploy their applications in this environment while being completely shielded from managing the underlying resources, drastically reducing application management costs.

With the increasing use of PaaS, defining and maintaining SLAs (Service Level Agreements) between PaaS customers and providers becomes essential. In its most basic form, an SLA is a contract that specifies the service guarantees expected by the customers, the payment to the provider, and potential penalties when the guarantees are not met. A main limitation of current PaaS offerings is that the provided guarantees are based exclusively on resource availability (e.g., number of virtual machines, memory size), rather than on application QoS properties (e.g., response time, throughput), which are more meaningful and useful to customers. As a result, it becomes the responsibility of PaaS customers to ensure QoS properties for their applications, which limits the value of PaaS systems.

Two main challenges arise in developing PaaS systems that manage the QoS properties of their hosted applications. First, the system should efficiently use private and public resources, avoiding penalties due to unsatisfied QoS guarantees, and maximizing provider profit. To address this challenge, the PaaS requires an automated resource management solution that dynamically distributes resources among customers applications, taking into account the SLAs and adapting to changing workloads and resource prices. Second, the system should support extensibility with regard to programming frameworks. Indeed, a great variety of programming frameworks have proven to be widely useful and are currently part of PaaS offerings, including web application frameworks, MapReduce, batch frameworks, and task farming frameworks. To address this challenge, the resource management solution should impose limited modifications to existing programming frameworks, allowing them to take most of the resource management decisions regarding their hosted applications.

This paper focuses on the design of a cloud bursting PaaS system architecture, called Meryn, that supports optimizing the provider profit while being extensible with respect to programming frameworks. The architecture relies on a decentralized scheme to control the dynamic distribution of private resources among programming frameworks and to manage bursting to public clouds, when necessary. The paper also presents a profit optimization policy that aims at maximizing the overall provider profit while taking into account the payment of penalties, if SLAs are unsatisfied. The policy optimizes the use of private resources, particularly in peak periods, before renting any public cloud resources. The optimization policy is guided by the SLAs of hosted applications and resource prices. We implemented a prototype of our approach and demonstrated its effectiveness in optimizing the provider profit through a series of simulations. The results show that our approach provides up to 14.77% more profit for the provider and uses up to 80.99% less public cloud resources compared with a basic approach.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In section II we discuss the related work in the field. In section III we present our cloud bursting PaaS architecture, and in section IV we present our profit optimization policy. In section V we investigate the example of computation appli-
cations. We present and evaluate our prototype in section VI. Finally we conclude in section VII.

II. RELATED WORK

There is a growing number of commercial [1][2][3][4][5] and open source [6][7][8][9][10] PaaS systems as well as research PaaS platforms proposed in the literature [11][12][13][14][15]. However, few of them support application hosting on multiple IaaS clouds [11][6][7][3][4], and those who support it do not provide policies to automatically select resources from a set of IaaS clouds. Furthermore, none of the aforementioned systems provide a policy for optimizing the provider profit.

There is significant work focused on such optimization problems. In [16] the authors focus on time and cost sensitive execution for data-intensive applications executed in a hybrid cloud. They consider two different modes of execution: (1) Cost constraint-driven execution, where they minimize the time of execution while staying below a user-specified cost constraint, and (2) Time constraint-driven execution, where they minimize the cost while completing the execution within a user-specified deadline. They propose a model based on a feedback mechanism in which compute nodes regularly report their performance to a centralized resource allocation subsystem, and the resources are dynamically provisioned according to the user constraints.

In [17] the authors propose a decentralized economic approach for dynamically adapting the cloud resources of composite web service applications, so as to meet their SLA performance and availability goals in the presence of varying loads or failures. Their approach consists of checking and adapting the placement and the number of replicas of application components for minimizing the operational cost of the application. The application components act as individual optimizers and autonomously replicate, migrate across VMs or terminate based on their economic fitness.

In [18] the authors consider the SLA-based resource allocation problem for multi-tier applications in cloud computing. Their objective is to optimize the total profit from the SLA contracts, reduced by the operational cost. A solution is proposed based on providing an upper bound on the total profit and applying an algorithm based on force-directed search.

In [19] the authors propose a resource allocation algorithm for SaaS (Software as a Service) providers to minimize infrastructure cost and SLA violations. To achieve this goal, they propose mapping and scheduling mechanisms to deal with the customer-side dynamic demands and resource-level heterogeneity. The mechanisms minimize the cost by optimizing the resource allocation within a VM, and thus allowing a cost-effective use of resources.

Similarly to the above works our profit optimization solution is performed under SLA constraints. However, our solution is unique in the following aspects:

- It manages resources in a decentralized way with almost no modification in the resource allocation policies of existing programming frameworks. Thus, the PaaS system may be easily extended with new frameworks.
- It relies on a general model of a cloud bursting PaaS environment, not targeting a specific type of applications.
- It optimizes the PaaS provider profit through estimating the cost of different options for hosting applications and considering the payment of penalties, if SLAs are unsatisfied.

III. ARCHITECTURE

Our cloud bursting PaaS architecture, called Meryn [20], relies on private and public cloud resources. The private resources are virtualized and shared between multiple elastic Virtual Clusters (VCs). We define a VC as a set of VMs running on private resources plus possibly some VMs rented from public IaaS clouds. Each VC is associated with a specific application type, and is managed using a corresponding programming framework. For example, it is possible to use the Oracle Grid Engine (OGE) framework to manage a VC that hosts batch applications, and the Hadoop framework to manage a VC that hosts MapReduce applications. Note that for each programming framework we create a customized VM disk image with the suitable software stack for the creation of VMs of the corresponding VC.

Each VC has an initial amount of resources obtained through a fair sharing of private resources or according to past usage traces. Then, according to specific policies VCs may exchange the private resources among each other. The overall resource management is fully decentralized where each VC autonomously manages its own resources and decides when to burst into public cloud resources. The final users submit their applications through a common and uniform interface, whatever the type of their applications.

The main components of the Meryn system, shown in Figure 1, are a Client Manager, a Cluster Manager for each VC, an Application Controller for each hosted application and a Resource Manager.

**Client Manager:** Provides users with a uniform submission interface, and is responsible for receiving submission requests and transferring them to the corresponding Cluster Manager. It also enables users to get the results of their applications.

**Cluster Manager:** Consists of two parts, a generic part and a framework-specific part. The generic part is the same for all Cluster Managers and consists in managing resources, deciding when to release or acquire resources to or from the other VCs, and also deciding when to rent additional resources from public clouds. The framework-specific part depends on the hosted type of applications as well as the framework. This part makes no change to the framework.
but is adapted to its interface for translating the users submission requests format to another format compatible with the framework. This part is also responsible for proposing SLAs and negotiating them with the users.

**Application Controller:** Is responsible for monitoring the execution progress of its associated application and the satisfaction of its agreed SLA. This component is mainly based on mechanisms provided by the framework.

**Resource Manager:** Provides support functions to initially deploy the system and to transfer VMs from one VC to another one. The Resource Manager interacts with a VM manager software, such as Nimbus [21], OpenNebula [22] or Snooze [23].

The application submission process starts when the user contacts the Client Manager and gives a description of his/her application. Based on the application description the Client Manager determines its corresponding VC and acts as an intermediary between the user and the Cluster Manager. The Cluster Manager and the user negotiate the SLA terms, through the Client Manager, until mutual agreement. Then, the user transfers the executable file and the potential input data of the application toward the corresponding VC. The Cluster Manager translates the application description to a template compatible with the corresponding programming framework, launches a new Application Controller instance, and submits the application to the framework. The Application Controller monitors the progress of its application and regularly checks the satisfaction of its agreed SLA. If an SLA violation is detected, the Application Controller informs the Cluster Manager in order to calculate the possible penalties. Finally, the Client Manager provides a way for the user to retrieve the results of his/her application from the Cluster Manager.

### A. Technical Mechanisms for Extending a VC

Horizontally scaling up a VC is performed either using private VMs taken from other VCs or using public clouds VMs. Below we describe in more detail the used technical mechanisms for each option.

**Obtaining VMs from other VCs.** The transfer of VMs from a source VC to a destination VC operates as follows. First, the Cluster Manager of the source VC selects the VMs to remove, removes them from the programming framework and requests the Resource Manager to shut them down. Then, the Cluster Manager of the source VC informs the Cluster Manager of the destination VC about the availability of the VMs. The Cluster Manager of the destination VC requests the Resource Manager to start new VMs with the corresponding VM disk image, gets their corresponding IP addresses, configures them and adds them to its programming framework resources.

**Obtaining VMs from Public Clouds.** The cloud bursting of a VC operates as follows. First, the Cluster Manager of the corresponding VC requests a selected public cloud to create the VMs, gets their corresponding IP addresses, configures them and adds them to its programming framework resources. When the VC finishes using the public VMs, its Cluster Manager removes the VMs from the programming framework and asks the corresponding public cloud to stop them. Note that before enabling a VC to burst into public clouds, we first make sure that the corresponding VM disk images are saved in the set of public clouds that may be used.

### B. Policies for Extending a VC

In our system we assume that users pay for running their applications. The user payment does not depend on whether the application is executed on private or public resources but depends only on the provided QoS. To achieve the objective of maximizing the PaaS provider profit, we try to minimize the cost of running the applications by using only private resources when they are available. However, when a new application arrives in a peak period and all the private resources of its corresponding VC are used by other applications, the corresponding VC should be extended either using public cloud resources or getting more private resources. In the following we define three policies to extend a VC in a peak period.

**Basic.** The basic policy is very naive. It statically partitions the private resources between VCs, and when a new job arrives in a peak period its corresponding VC rents additional resources from a public cloud.

**Advanced.** The advanced policy enables the transfer of resources from one VC to another one. Thus when a new job arrives in a peak period its corresponding VC first checks if
it can get available private resources from other VCs before renting additional resources from a public cloud.

Optimization. The optimization policy goes one step further than the advanced policy in optimizing the use of private resources. When a new job arrives in a peak period, its corresponding VC checks if it can get available private resources from other VCs, as in the advanced policy. However, if no VC has free resources, the policy decides between two options: renting additional resources from a public cloud or getting them from the running applications in the same or different VCs. Obviously, if the last option is selected, the QoS properties of the running applications may be impacted, and the payment of a penalty should be considered. More details about the profit optimization policy will be presented in the next section.

IV. PROFIT OPTIMIZATION POLICY

A. Model and Notations

We consider a PaaS system that consists of $M$ VCs, $vcs = \{vcs^1, vcs^2, ..., vcs^M\}$; and $N$ hosted applications, $A = \{A^1, A^2, ..., A^n\}$. Each VC $vc^j$ hosts a subset of applications, $vc^j_A$, where $\sum_{j=0}^{M} vc^j_A = N$. Each application holds a number of VMs $A^i_{vms}$ that may be private $A^i_{private}$, or public $A^i_{public}$ ($A^i_{vms} = A^i_{private} + A^i_{public}$). The VMs have a price $vm^i_{price}$ fixed by the PaaS provider, a private cost $vm_{price}^i_{private}$ estimated by the provider and a public cost $vm_{price}^i_{public}$ obtained from public IaaS clouds. The VM price enables the provider to charge the hosted applications, where the VM costs enable the calculation of the cost of the hosted applications for the provider.

The profit optimization policy is called each time a request $req$ for hosting a new application is received and no VC has available private resources for running it. The objective of the policy is to maximize the overall PaaS provider profit, which consists in maximizing the request profit plus the sum of all hosted applications profit (equation 1). To achieve this, we try to avoid giving public cloud resources for the request by getting private resources from the running applications. The resources could be obtained from only one application or from a subset of applications. The QoS promised in the SLAs of the impacted applications may deteriorate and as a result the provider loses some revenue through the payment of penalties. Therefore, we ensure that the extra profit we get from the request using private VMs would be more than the penalties of the impacted applications.

The PaaS provider may also care about its reputation and may not afford to impact all the hosted applications for improving its profit. Therefore, we can consider the following constraint. The percentage of impacted applications in the overall PaaS system should be less or equal to a predefined threshold, where the threshold is the maximum authorized percentage of impacted applications (equation 2).

See notations in table I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$A_{cost}$</td>
<td>application’s cost for the provider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_{revenue}$</td>
<td>application’s revenue paid by the user</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_{profit}$</td>
<td>application’s profit made by the provider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_{private}$</td>
<td>application’s private VMs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_{public}$</td>
<td>application’s public VMs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_{vms}$</td>
<td>application’s used VMs ($A_{private} + A_{public}$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_{QoS}$</td>
<td>application’s promised QoS in the SLA contract</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_{penalty}$</td>
<td>application’s penalty payed by the provider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_{impact}$</td>
<td>percentage of the impact of the promised $A_{QoS}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_{waittime}$</td>
<td>application’s wait time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$vm_{price}$</td>
<td>VM price fixed by the PaaS provider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$vm_{cost}$</td>
<td>request’s cost using private resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$vm_{public}$</td>
<td>request’s cost using public resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$req_{profit}$</td>
<td>request’s profit made by the provider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$req_{penalty}$</td>
<td>request’s penalty payed by the provider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$vc_{A}$</td>
<td>number of applications in the VC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$vc_{impact}$</td>
<td>percentage of impacted applications in the VC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$vc_{waittime}$</td>
<td>VC’s wait time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$vc_{bid}$</td>
<td>VC’s bid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$vc_{bid,impact}$</td>
<td>percentage of impacted applications if $vc_{bid}$ is selected</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Objective : $\max(req_{profit} + \sum_{i=0}^{i=N} A^i_{profit})$ (1)

Constraint : $\frac{\sum_{j=0}^{M} vc^j_A \times vc^j_{impact}}{N} \leq \text{threshold}$ (2)

B. Algorithm

To maximize the provider profit, when there are no available private resources, the policy compares the cost of getting private resources from the running applications to the cost of getting resources from public clouds. We consider two ways for getting private resources from the running applications. The first way is to get or borrow resources from the applications during their execution. This way impacts the running applications with a cost called a bid, where the bid is the sum of penalties of the impacted applications. The second way is to wait until some resources are released by the running applications. This way keeps the running applications unaffected but impacts the request with a waiting time before using the resources, called wait_time.

More specifically, the policy operates as shown in algorithm 1. First we get the VM prices of a set of public IaaS clouds, select the cheapest one, and compute the request’s public cost accordingly. Then, all VCs in the PaaS system give their wait_time ($vc_{waittime}$), the percentage of their impacted applications ($vc_{impact}$), and propose a bid and give the corresponding percentage of impacted applications ($vc_{bid}, vc_{bid,impact}$). Each Cluster Manager has its own way to compute its bid and wait_time based on application type-specific knowledge. Note that $vc_{impact}$ represents the percentage of impacted application in the VC before the
arrival of the request, and doesn’t change if the wait_time option is selected because this option does not impact the running applications in the VC. However, the bid option impacts at least one more application in the VC, thus $\forall vcs \in vcs \; vcs_{bid\_impact} > vcs_{impact}$.

Afterwards, in a loop we select the smallest proposed bid and calculate the corresponding average percentage of impacted applications, $bid_{impact}$, where the computation of the average takes the request into account. If $bid_{impact}$ satisfies the constraint of impacting less applications than the threshold, we exit the loop. Otherwise, we select the next smallest bid and perform the same check until we find a bid that satisfies the constraint or exhaust all bid proposals. Then, in the same way we select the shortest wait_time and compute its cost as the possible penalty of the request, $req_{penalty}$. We compare the bid and the wait_time cost and select the cheapest option that satisfies our constraint. The request’s private cost is calculated as the cost of running the new application on public resources plus the selected bid or the cost of the selected wait_time. Finally, according to the comparison of the request’s private and public cost, the policy decides which VMs to use.

The main assumption of this policy is that Cluster Managers can estimate penalties of impacted applications as well as the required waiting time for releasing resources and its corresponding cost. These estimations are based on the price functions defined in the SLA contract and can exploit application type-specific performance models.

V. COMPUTATION APPLICATIONS

In this section we investigate the example of computation applications to illustrate a concrete application of the profit optimization policy. We define a computation application as an application that runs for a finite duration without manual intervention, using a fixed or variable set of resources. In the next subsections, we define an SLA function for computation applications. Then we present our methods to compute the wait_time and the bid.

A. SLA (Service Level Agreement)

The establishment of an SLA contract requires an application description provided by the user that contains the application’s characteristics and requirements. Based on the provided description, two SLA metrics are defined: a deadline and a price. The deadline, referenced as $A_{deadline}$, represents the overall time for running an application and giving resources to the user. The deadline is calculated as the sum of the application’s runtime, $A_{runtime}$, and the required time for processing the application submission, $processing\_time$. The price is the amount of money paid by the user to the provider for running his/her application, referenced as $A_{price}$, and calculated as the product of the application’s runtime and used VMs and the VM price fixed by the provider. If the deadline is exceeded, a penalty

```
Algorithm 1 Profit Optimization Policy

Require: request ($req_{on}$), threshold
Ensure: VMs

get $vm\_prices$ from a set of public clouds
$vmp_{public} = \min(vm\_prices)$
$req_{public} = cost(req, vmp_{public})$
$\forall vcs \in vcs$ get $vcs_{wait\_time}, (vcs_{impact}),$
and $(vcs_{bid}, vcs_{bid\_impact})$

// Find the smallest bid that satisfies the constraint
checked_vcs = $\emptyset$
repeat
    bid = $vcs_{bid}$ such that $vcs_{bid} = \sum\limits_{j=0}^{M} \frac{vcs_{impact} + 1}{N+1}$
    $\forall vcs$ get $vcs_{impact}$
    $\forall vcs_{bid\_impact}$
    checked_vcs.add($vcs_{bid}$)
    // Find the smallest wait_time
    $wait\_time = vcs_{wait\_time}$ such that $vcs_{wait\_time} = \min\limits_{j=0}^{M} vcs_{wait\_time}$
    $wait\_time_{impact} = \sum\limits_{j=0}^{M} vcs_{impact} + 1$
    $wait\_time_{cost} = req_{penalty}$
    // choose between bid and wait_time cost
    if ($bid_{impact} < threshold$) $\land$ ($wait\_time_{impact} < threshold$) then
        if $bid < wait\_time_{cost}$ then
            additional_cost = bid
            else
                additional_cost = wait\_time_{cost}
        end if
    else
        additional_cost = bid
    end if
else
    additional_cost = $\infty$
end if
$req_{private} = cost(req, vmp_{private}) + additional\_cost$
// choose between private and public resources
if $req_{private} \leq req_{cost}$ then
    get VMs from $vcs_{bid}$
else
    get VMs from public cloud
end if
```
$A_{\text{penalty}}$ is calculated proportionally to the delay and an $\alpha$ value, and deducted from the initial price. The delay, $A_{\text{delay}}$, is calculated as the difference between the real application’s completion time and the agreed deadline. The $\alpha$ value determines how fast the penalty increases. A high $\alpha$ value is more advantageous for the provider while a low one is more advantageous for the user (see equations 3). In this model, we assume that VMs are charged per second, following the current trend for increasingly shorter billing periods in cloud platforms.

From the user point of view, the computation details of the deadline and the price are transparent. The user specifies one of the two SLA metrics, the deadline or the price, plus possibly the $\alpha$ value. Whenever possible the provider proposes accordingly the second SLA metric. A new negotiation round is launched until the user and the provider agree. From the provider point of view, the computation of the deadline and the price is based on the determination of the application’s runtime and used VMs. In this paper we assume that it’s possible to predict the runtime based on the used VMs and vice-versa for the type of applications hosted in a particular VC. Several methods for performing this prediction have been proposed in the literature, such as [24] for MapReduce applications and [25] for scientific applications.

$$A_{\text{deadline}} = A_{\text{runtime}} + processing\_time \quad (3a)$$
$$A_{\text{price}} = A_{\text{runtime}} \times A_{\text{vms}} \times vm\_price \quad (3b)$$
$$A_{\text{penalty}} = \frac{A_{\text{delay}} \times A_{\text{vms}} \times vm\_price}{\alpha}, \quad \alpha > 0 \quad (3c)$$
$$A_{\text{revenue}} = A_{\text{price}} - A_{\text{penalty}} \quad (3d)$$

### B. Wait\_time Computation

The method we use for calculating the wait\_time of a VC is very simple. As shown in Algorithm 2, first we calculate the wait\_time of all applications where the wait\_time of a computation application is computed as the remaining time for the application to finish its execution. We perform an ascending sort of the applications according to their corresponding wait\_time. Then, in a loop we select the application with the smallest wait\_time and compare the number of its private VMs to the number of requested VMs. If it is greater or equal, we consider the application’s wait\_time as the VC wait\_time and exit the loop. Otherwise, we increment a variable $vms$, which is initialized to zero, by the number of the application’s private VMs. Then, we select the next application with the smallest wait\_time and perform the same check, and so on for the rest of applications. We exit the loop if (1) we find an application holding enough VMs, or (2) the number of VMs in the variable $vms$ becomes greater or equal to the requested VMs. Thus, the VC’s wait\_time is respectively (1) the selected application’s wait\_time, or (2) the wait\_time of the last application having incremented $vms$. Otherwise the loop ends and the VC’s wait\_time remains infinity, as it was initialized.

#### Algorithm 2 VC Wait\_time Computation

**Input:** $req\_vms$

**Output:** $vc\_wait\_time$

∀$A^i \in vc_A$, calculate $A^i_{\text{wait\_time}}$

ascending sort $vc_A$ according to $A_{\text{wait\_time}}$

// initializing variables

$vc\_wait\_time = \infty; vms = 0;$

for ($i = 0; i ++; i < vc_A$) do

if $A^i_{\text{private}} \geq req\_vms$ then

if $A^i_{\text{wait\_time}} \leq vc\_wait\_time$ then

$vc\_wait\_time = A^i_{\text{wait\_time}}$

break

end if

else if $vc\_wait\_time < \infty$ then

break

else

$vms += A^i_{\text{private}}$

if $vms \geq req\_vms$ then

$vc\_wait\_time = A^i_{\text{wait\_time}}$

end if

end if

end for

#### C. Bid Computation

To propose a bid, the VC’s Cluster Manager considers impacting its applications using one of three possible forms of impact. The first form consists in suspending applications until the request finishes its execution. The second form consists in giving a subset of applications resources to the request and finish their executions only with the remaining VMs. The third form consists in lending a subset of applications resources to the request and getting them back once the request finishes its execution. The three forms of impact (suspending, giving, and lending) may potentially lead the applications to exceed their agreed deadlines by a given delay. Obviously, the estimation of the delay depends on the form of impact. Note that not all computation applications may undergo the three forms of impact. We differentiate here between two types of computation applications: rigid and elastic. Rigid applications require a fixed amount of resources, while elastic applications can be adapted to use different amounts of resources. Elastic applications may undergo the three forms of impact while rigid applications may only be suspended. In the following we explain how we estimate the delay of rigid and elastic applications.

#### Rigid Applications Delay

To estimate the delay of a rigid application, we consider suspending the application during
a requested duration that includes the request runtime and the time for transferring VMs to the request and getting them back later. Thus, we first compute the application’s spent time from its submission until the time the request is received, see Fig. 2. Then, we deduce the remaining time as the predicted application’s runtime minus the spent time. Afterwards, we estimate the time when the application ends its execution as the remaining time plus the requested duration and compare it to the deadline. If the estimated application’s end time is before the deadline, then the delay is zero. Otherwise the delay is calculated as the difference between the end time and the deadline.

**Elastic Applications Delay.** To estimate the delay of an elastic application we have first to select the correct form of impact. If the application holds the required number of VMs or less, the application may only be suspended and its delay is calculated in the same way as that of a rigid application. Otherwise, if the application holds more VMs than required, we estimate its delay that corresponds to giving the resources and its delay that corresponds to lending the resources. Then, we select the form of impact according to the smallest delay, because a smallest delay implies a smallest penalty.

Initially for both impact forms, giving and lending, we calculate the spent time and the remaining time of the application, as we do for rigid applications. However, after giving or lending the resources, the remaining time of the application changes in a different way according to the impact form, see Fig. 2. If the resources are given then the new remaining time is calculated as the multiplication of the initial remaining time and the initial number of VMs, all divided by the remaining number of VMs (equation 4a). In addition, we estimate the application end time to be just the new remaining time, independently of the requested duration. If the resources are lent then the new remaining time is calculated in two steps. First, we compute the application execution progress during the period we lend resources, as the requested duration multiplied by the temporarily remaining VMs and all divided by the initial number of VMs (equation 4b). Then, we compute the new remaining time as the initial remaining time minus the calculated progress (equation 4c). And here we estimate the application end time to be the requested duration plus the new remaining time. Finally, we compare the application’s end time to the deadline to deduce the possible application’s delay.

**Giving VMs:**

\[ \text{new}_{\text{remaining}} = \frac{A_i^{\text{remaining}} \times A^i_{\text{vms}}}{A^i_{\text{remaining vms}}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (4a)

**Lending VMs:**

\[ \text{progress} = \frac{A^i_{\text{remaining vms}} \times \text{duration}}{A^i_{\text{vms}}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (4b)

Once the delay of each application is estimated, we calculated the corresponding penalty according to equation 3c. Then we calculate the VC’s bid almost similarly as we do for calculating the VC’s wait time. As shown in algorithm 3, we calculate the applications penalty as well as their impact. The application impact is calculated here as a ratio between the delay and the deadline, \( A^i_{\text{impact}} = \frac{A^i_{\text{delay}} \times 100}{A^i_{\text{deadline}}} \). The provider may not allow this ratio to exceed a fixed threshold in order to not displease its users too much. Then, we perform an ascending sort of the applications according to their penalties. The VC’s bid may be obtained from only one application that holds enough private VMs for the request or from a set of applications. In the second case the VC’s bid is calculated as the sum of penalties of all the applications in the set.

**VI. Evaluation**

Our evaluation consists of a comparison of the three different policies with the purpose of maximizing the overall PaaS provider profit while limiting the deadline violations.

**A. Implementation**

Our Meryn prototype, implemented in shell script, is built upon the Snooze VM manager software and supports batch and MapReduce applications using respectively Oracle Grid Engine OGE 6.2u7 and Hadoop 0.20.2 frameworks.

To calculate applications cost and revenue we defined the cost of a public cloud VM, the cost of a private cloud VM and the VM price for the end user as follows. The cost of a public cloud VM is based on the per-hour Amazon EC2 pricing of a standard medium VM instance in the Ireland datacenter\(^1\) divided by 3600 (the number of seconds per hour), giving 0.000036125/s. The cost of a private cloud VM is based on the per hour power cost of one core, reported in [26]. The reported cost is converted to dollars, multiplied by 2 (as medium VM instances have 2 cores), and

\(^1\)https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/pricing/
Algorithm 3 VC Bid Computation

Input: reqvms, reqruntime, threshold
Output: vbidd

∀Ai ∈ vC, calculate Ai,penalty and Ai,impact ascending sort vC according to Apenalty
// initializing variables
vbidd = ∞; A_set = ∅; vms = 0; bid = 0;
for (i = 0; i < Ai ≤ vbidd) do
if (Apenalty ≥ reqvms) then
if (Abid ≤ vbidd) ∧ (Aimpact ≤ threshold) then
vbidd = Apenalty
break
end if
else if vbidd < ∞ then
break
else
if Aimpact ≤ threshold then
vms+= = Aprivate
bid+= = Apenalty
if vms ≥ reqvms then
vbidd = bid
end if
end if
end if
end for

We used two different workloads, one for the batch VC and one for the MapReduce VC. The batch workload follows the Lublin workload model [28]. To adapt this model to our scenario, we consider the number of nodes in each Lublin request as the number of VMs of the job; and this number is limited to 128 simultaneous VMs for each job. In order to generate a shorter workload we changed the following parameters of the Lublin workload model: the number of jobs from 1000 to 100, the maximum job runtime from two days to one hour, and the maximum inter-arrival time from five days to half an hour. The MapReduce workload is based on the distribution of job sizes and inter-arrival times at Facebook, reported in [29]. The workload consists of 100 jobs randomly submitted over 25 minutes with a mean inter-arrival time of 14s. We generated five instances of each workload, batch and MapReduce, and randomly combined them to get five workloads (workload 1, workload 2, ..., workload 5). Each workload consists of one batch workload instance and one MapReduce workload instance that will be submitted together.

In the optimization policy, we set the percentage threshold of impacted applications to 50% and the applications impact threshed to 100%. Each simulation in this paper was performed at least five times and the results are presented as means ± standard deviations.

C. Results Analysis

We evaluate the three policies according to three metrics: profit, VMs usage, and completion time.

Figure 3 shows the workload profit for the four workloads. The workload profit presented in the figure is the sum of profits of all jobs in the workload, where the profit of one job is calculated as the job’s revenue minus the job’s cost. We see that in the four workloads the optimization policy provides the best profit for the provider while the basic policy provides the worst one. In table II we show the rate of profit gains obtained with the advanced and optimization policies compared to the basic policy. The optimization rates differ from one workload to another one, from 5.50% to 14.77% with the optimization policy and from 3.91% to 9.75% with the advanced policy. These differences vary inversely with the amount of the used public cloud resources,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Workload</th>
<th>Profit Rates of the Advanced and Optimization Policies Compared to the Basic Policy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Workload 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>9.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimization</td>
<td>14.77%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
as seen in figure 4.

Figure 4 shows the used VMs proportions for each workload and policy. The used VMs are obtained either from private resources or from public cloud resources Cloud VMs. The private resources may be Local VMs (obtained from the available VMs on the local VC), VC VMs (obtained from available VMs on another VC), Bid VMs (obtained from running applications), or wait_time VMs (obtained by waiting the execution end of running applications). Each proportion in the figure represents a percentage of the used VMs compared with total VMs used. We see in the figure that the policy which uses the less public cloud VMs is the optimization policy, followed by the advanced policy, while the basic policy is the one which uses the more public cloud VMs. The optimization policy uses up to 80.99% less public cloud resources compared to the basic policy (find more details in table III). This usage scheme of public cloud VMs is directly reflected in the overall provider profit.

We notice that in the optimization policy wait_time VMs are more used than Bid VMs. We believe that the reason is related to two factors. First, Bid VMs are often acquired following a suspending or giving impact form which leads to stop and restart VMs two times, first time for giving the VMs to the request and second time for giving the VMs back to their corresponding applications. This may highly affect the completion time of the impacted applications as well as their penalties. Thus often the proposed bid is higher than the wait_time cost, and thus it is not selected. Second, the time for exchanging VMs is comparable to the average applications runtime in our workloads. Thus, waiting the end of the execution of running applications often takes a comparable time and with a more attractive cost.

Figure 5 shows the completion time of the four workloads. We define workload completion time to be the elapsed time between the arrival of the first job in the workload to the completion of the final job in the workload. We see that workload completion time with basic and advanced policies is almost the same for the four workloads. However, workload completion time with the optimization policy is slightly higher, especially in workload 1 (1.2% higher) and workload 2 (2.94% higher). This overhead in workflows completion time with the optimization policy is mainly due to the incurred delay of the impacted applications.

In these simulations the deadlines of all applications in the four workflows were satisfied with the basic and the advanced policies. However, as a cost of improving the provider profit with the optimization policy, there are some applications that exceeded their deadlines in each workload, see table IV. Nevertheless in all workflows, the percentage of delayed applications neither goes beyond the impacted applications threshold (set at 50%), nor does the average delay percentage of delayed applications go beyond the applications impact threshold (set at 100%).

VII. Conclusion

In this paper, we focused on optimizing the provider profit under SLA constraints in a cloud bursting PaaS environment. We presented a cloud bursting PaaS architecture based on elastic virtual clusters and able to host diverse types of applications, as well as three policies for resizing the virtual clusters in peak periods. We presented the profit optimization policy and investigated the example of computation applications to give a concrete application of the policy. We implemented a prototype that supports rigid and elastic
computation applications and evaluated it through a series of simulations that compare the three policies. Results showed that the profit optimization policy improves the provider profit up to 14.77% compared to a basic policy.

We will continue this work in three main directions. First, we intend to perform the evaluation with real experiments. Second, we intend to investigate additional billing models, beyond per-second billing. Finally, we will extend the prototype to support additional application types and associated QoS properties, beyond batch and MapReduce applications and deadlines.
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